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In the course of some experiments which I have 
been making at my summer laboratory in East Hamp
ton. Long Island, on the photography of the moon In 
ultra-violet light ( = 3,100- 3,200) it became nece. 
sary to provide an equatorial stand with a slow-mo. 
tion screw for accurate follOwing. All a polar axis 18' 
often desired In a hurry for special work, and as 
there are doubtless many amateurs who sometimes 
feel the need of such a stand. It seems worth whtle 

TD ILOW-_OTION SCREW. 

to give a short description of a very eftlc1ent, though 
hurriedly Improvised, one which I constructed for my 
purpose. 

It was made from the frame of a discarded bicycle, 
the bearings of the steering rod being, however, In 
good condition, with little or no lateral movement. 
The wheels, sprockets, saddle, etc., were removed, aDd 
the frame stood up in a wooden box, In such a poSition 
that the steerl�g axis was approximately at the lati
tude angle. The box was then IDled with Portland 

cement (1 part cement with 3 parts of clean sand, and 
sufficient water) which was allowed to solidity. The 
larger places were filled with bricks and rock frag
ments to economize the cement.. A day or two is sum

clent for the solidification, atter which the box can be 
knocked to pieces, leaving the frame rigidly mounted 
in a solid and very massive block. ThIs block was 
[,laced on a small brick pier and the adjustment of 
the polar axis made by blocking up one end of the 
cement base. A short ' piece of 2 x 4-inch . joIst was 
lashed to the handles of the bicycle with strong wire, 
whIch served as a support for the declination axis. 
The rest of the stand is to be designed according to 
the use to which It Is to be put. In my own case I 
required merely a device which would enable me to 
keep my quartz telescope pointed accurately at the 
moon for two minutes. From odds and ends which 
had accumulated in my shop the arrangement sho� 
II!. the lllustration was built., A short plank was 
mounted on the 2 x 4 on a horizontal steel axis turn
ing in brass bearings. To the forward end of the 
plank a rod was fastened which passed' through a 
wooden block clamped between the lower ends of the 
front forks with a small bolt. This' block could be 
turned to suit the elevation of the telescope, and the 
rod fastened with a "set-screw," shown by an' arrow 
In the picture. 

Slow motion about the polar axis was accomplished 
by a brass rod, hinged to a larger piece of rod which 
fitted Into the T tube which formerly carried the sad
d Ie. A small piece of brass tubing was solderoo to a 
small piece of '14 -Inch sheet brass, through which 
passed the slow-motion screw, sharpened 'to a point 
and turned by a small wooden wheel, made f rom a 
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spool (lDdlcated by an arrow). The bran tube and 
screw could be clamped at any polnt on the long brass 
rod by means of a set-screw. The point of the slow
motion screw turned in a small conical pit in a piece 
of brass fastened to the end of the 2 x 4 Joist. The 
weight of the instrument being carried on the ban
dies, that Is, above the polar axis, the Instrument 
always tended to turn (by gravity) upside down, ex
cept when poInted at the meridian. This it was pre
vented fr� doing by the ,pressure of the point of the 
slow-motion 'screw; and by turning the screw either 
forward or backward according to whether the instru
ment was pointing east or west of the meridian, a 
very uniform rotation about the polar axis was Be-

,. cured. A diagram of the slow-motion screw is given 
In the accompanying line drawing. 

The Instrument was set approximately In the merid
Ian by sighting the pole star In Une with the edges 
of the two front tubes of the diamond frame. The 
proper elevation of the polar axis was secured by 
trial, observing whether, in following the moon, it 
moved, up or down In the field of the telescope. In 
half an hour I got the thing In such shape that I' 

'could keep the center of a small crater on the point 
of intersection of thecro88 hairs of the telescope tor 
ten 'minutes. and as this was more than the required 
accuracy I let it go at that. The instrument as cori
structed works admirably except when pointed at the 
meridian. On pa,ssing the meridian the slow-motion 
screw is carried over to the other end ot the 2 x 4 
jOist, this movement being allowed by the hinge at 
the end of the rod. When accurate following Is not 
necessary, that Is, when it Is merely necessary'to keep 
the object 'in the field, a more convenient arrange
ment would be a brass cog wheel attached to the 
steering rod below the handles, 'and turned by a worm . 
wheel: this would obviate ,the trouble when crossing 

, the meridian. It would not, however, give such uni
form motton as the arrangement described, unless ac
curately and carefully made. 

For mounting a small telescope any device can be 
used which will permit the instrument to swing up 
and down in a plane. 

It is 'Quite remarkable how well the old bicycle 
frame lent Itself to the construction of the stand. The 
front forks which hold the "elevation" fixed, and the 
saddle tube for supporting the slow-motion rod, could 
bardly be improved upon If made for the purPose. 

....... 

ALTIDATING CURREn ED'EBIKENTS. 
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Students and amateurs who like to make electrlcl!ol 
experiments are p articularly fortunate if they have 
alternating current lighting service in their homes, 
as the alternating current lends itself especially well 
to the performance ot easy experiments that are at 
the same time both amusing and instructive. Of the 
many kinds of experiments that may be made with 
simple apparatus there are perhaps no others that are 
more Interesting than those which illustrate the prin
ciples of the rotary magnetic field and Its appltcation 
to electric energy metere and to lnd,}ctlon motors. 

For making the necessary apparatus there are re
qulred' two similar laminated Iron rings about 3lh 
Inches inside diameter, 4%: inches outside diameter. 
and � inch thick. These may be built up by coiling 
up a su�lent length of thin sheet iron strips, cut %. 
inch wide, using a romid wooden block to start on. 
C.ompact iron wire bundles of about the B&IJle dlmen
stons may be substituted with good results. or, better 
than either at the, above, rings made up of a sum
cient number of thin sheet-iron punchlngs. After the 
rings are made, all sharp edges should be rounded ott 
with , a file and a smooth coverhig of cotton tape be 
applied as shown in Fig. 1, A. , 

It there ' is any. choice between the two 
rings, select for the field the one that comes 
nearest to being a true circle on. the Inside. 
For the windlng on this ring use No. 23 or 
No. 24 double cotton-covered magnet wire. 
Have the wire on a spool small enough to pass 
through the ring easily, and begin at any 
point such as B. Fig. 1. 

'Wind the wire In a 
single layer, with turns as smooth and close 
as possible on the inner circumference, until 
exactly on�uaYter of the latter has been cov
ered. Next reverse the direction of winding 
as shown at a, Fig. I, and cover the second 
quarter of the ring by passing the spool 
through in the oppOsite direction, after' tying 
down the Itttle loop at 0 with a piece of 
thread. Make similar rev�rsals at the half 
and'three-quarter points, and cut oft the wire 
near the place of beginning. This' completes 
one-half of the winding. The second half is 
to be wound on top of the first half, and is 
to be slmllar in all respects except that the 
placo of beginning must be shifted to a polnt 
15 deg. away, as at D, Fig. 1. 

The second ring, which Is for a reactance, 
is to be wound with 600 turns of magnet wire 
of any size larger than No. 20. 'Thls wlDding 

mut not have any rev.rats in It, allot the tUrns 
beine passed through the riDe in the same dioctlon. 

Lay the two rings down tIat on a piece of board 
and make connections to a llO-volt (!().cycle supply 
circuit as shown in the diagram In Fig. 1, where B 

indicates a snap switch or knife switch, and L, L, L, 
L four 16-:candle-power 110-volt lamps. When the 
switch is closed, current 1I0ws through the two 'w.!nd-
1ngs on the field ring in 'such manner as to produce 
four magnetiC poles that are not stationary but rotate 

Fig. L-DETAILS OF THE EXPERIlIDTAL APPAUTUS. 

or progress around the ring 1,800 times per minute. 
A pocket compass placed close to one side in the field 
as shown wlll rotate at this speed and illustrate the 
prinCiple at the synchronous motor, In which the mag
netized rotor is dragged around by the rotating mag
neUc poles of the field just as positively as if It were 
geared directly to the dynamo. If the compass be 
placed close to the ring .on the outside, it will turn 
In the opposite direction. The field ,can be reversed 
by exchanging the connections to' either one of its 
two coils. 

To show the poles made by the field, lay' a sheet 
of w�ite paper on the ring and sprinkle some fine 
iron filings on it while the current is on. It is not 
so easy to show the movement of th!l poles in this 
way, but It may be done as follows: Shake some very 
fine iron filings through a piece ot cloth on a sheet 
of paper, and then hold up the latter by one corner. 
The larger particles will slide off, and only the very 
finest wil1 cling fast like dust. Lay the paper on the 
ring while the current is ott, and close the switch 
for the briefest possible moment. Do this several 
times in succession, and considerable movement ot 
the particles will be observed. 

Drive a large pin through a piece ot wood as shown 
In Fig. 1, F, and balance on the, point a brass box 
cover or bell so that the latter Is free to turn. If the 
magnetic field be then placed around the bell, the 
latter will be slowly dragged around by reason of the 
eddy currents set up therein, and will 1llustrate In 
part the principle of the driving mechanism of some 
forms of integrating wattmeters. Observe how the 
speed of the piece of brass varies in proportion to the 
number of lamps that are ,lighted at L_ 

'If an iron, (Un) box cover be subst1tuted for the 
brass one the speed will be higher and the pull more 
vigorous, illustrating the principle of the Induction 
motor. If an empty tin can be thus supported In the 
field, it will be rotated with consillerable force and 
soon get, off the pin. Fig. 2 shows how the field may 
be supported In a vertical position and provided with 
8. better rotor, from ,which It is possible to get enough 
power to dri"e light toYs. The detans of the rotor 
are shown In Fig., 1,' where W is ,a turned wooden 
support provided with a small shaft X, and having in 
its periphery an iron hoop Y over whloh is slipped 
a copper hoop, Z. To be emcient the rotor must be 
made of a diameter as large as possible without touch-
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